
I dress elegant....





It's a really lovely creation, as it has a 

medium/small capacious, but not a voluminous 

shape to be used both day and night.

What is very nice is that it has a 'book' 

opening, and inside there are two removable 

pochettes to be used singly, at other times.

Outside it's produced with natural vegetable 

tanned leather and inside it's produced with 

100% full grain hand buffered leather, of course 

vegetable tanned.

It's possible to have it in various colors, both 

on the outside and inside the pochettes; the 

latter are lined in cream color and have two 

pockets to be used for different small objects.

External sizes: 27x20x10

Pochettes sizes: 25x18x4

LOVELY





It's made, designed and worked entirely by 

hand, with full grain, vegetable tanned and 

hand-buffed leather in a variety of colors. It has 

a large external pocket, clearly visible, for 

various objects, and two inside pockets one 

with zip and the other is open, internally lined 

with a cream color lining.

Model with 'raw cut' with contrasting light 

seams to obtain a more youthful and particular 

line of its kind.

Main feature: the special ' triangle' design on 

the sides.

Bag sizes: 29x13x40

MIRACLE





It's a pochette made of top grain leather, 100% 

vegetable tanned, natural leather color, 

realized, sewn and engraved completely by 

hand, embellished with the fabulous 

carving/tooling technique with 'Sheridan Style' 

decorations and with the possibility to 

customize both colors and designs.

The technique of tooling is born in North 

America, but is having a considerable success 

also in Italy, thanks to our talented craftsmen 

who passionately dedicate their time to the 

realization of such decorations, by hand, with 

the sole use of stamps, mallet and the famous 

'swivel knife'. 

Pochette with an elegant touch, unique and 

very suitable to be combined with evening and 

formal dresses.

The interior is lined in leather and/or lining.

It has a small inside pocket with a zip closure 

and a wrist strap.

sizes: 28x15x8

STARLIGHT





It's a pochette made of top grain leather, 100% 

vegetable tanned, in a natural black color, 

realized, sewn and engraved completely by 

hand, embellished with the fabulous 

carving/tooling technique with 'Sheridan Style' 

decorations and with the possibility to 

customize both colors and designs.

The technique of tooling is born in North 

America, but is having a considerable success 

also in Italy, thanks to our talented craftsmen 

who 

passionately dedicate their time to the 

realization of such decorations, by hand, with 

the sole use of stamps, mallet and the famous 

'swivel knife'.

Pochette with an elegant touch, unique and 

very suitable to be combined with evening and 

formal dresses.

The interior is lined in leather and/or lining.

It has a small inside pocket with a zip closure 

and a wrist strap.

sizes: 28x15x8

SHINY





It's a pochette made of top grain leather, 100% 

vegetable tanned, in a natural white color, 

realized, sewn and engraved completely by 

hand, embellished with the fabulous 

carving/tooling technique with 'Sheridan Style' 

decorations and with the possibility to 

customize both colors and designs.

The technique of tooling is born in North 

America, but is having a considerable success 

also in Italy, thanks to our talented craftsmen 

who passionately dedicate their time to the 

realization of such decorations, by hand, with 

the sole use of stamps, mallet and the famous 

'swivel knife'.

Pochette with an elegant touch, unique and 

very suitable to be combined with evening and 

formal dresses.

The interior is lined in leather and/or lining.

It has a small inside pocket with a zip closure 

and a wrist strap.

sizes: 28x15x8

HARMONY





It's made and designed in its new design of 

elegant trunk, and worked entirely by hand, 

with full grain hand buffered vegetable tanned 

leather, in various colors.

With two inside pockets, one with zip and one 

without zip for the cell phone and more; fully 

lined in a light cream color: small, pretty, but 

roomy and versatile.

Usable on any type of clothing: elegant, casual 

or sporty.

It's a 'row cut' model with contrasting light 

stitching to obtain a more youthful and 

particular line of its kind.

Bag sizes: 15x30x20.

SUNRISE





This bag has been designed in its new design 

of elegant, hand-crafted 'shopper bag', ideal for 

the woman who wants to be always elegant, 

even in everyday life; made with top grain 

leather, vegetable tanned and hand blotted in 

various colors.

It has two very visible external pockets with zip 

and two inside pockets: one without zip and 

one with zip. Fully lined with elegant cream-

colored lining.

Model with 'raw cut' with contrasting light 

stitching to obtain a more youthful and 

particular look.

Bag sizes: 15x35x38

FROZEN





Vanity in its design and its beautiful modular 

colors. It's a truly unique bag of its kind.

Made and assembled with top grain vegetable 

tanned leather: white natural leather on the 

bottom, sides and handle, while the front and 

back dials are made of hand padded leather. It 

can be customized according to taste, clothing 

and final use.

Inside the lining is in cream color and there are 

two pockets, one open and one with zip.

Sizes: 24x14x20

VANITY





Unique and particular in its design.

Simple and friendly, versatile and useful for the 

manager woman always on the move for her 

office work, but who doesn't want to give up 

the elegance of her bag.

It's possible to realize it in different colors and 

to add a shoulder strap, made by hand, with 

vegetable tanned leather and with light contrast 

stitching to accentuate a youthful look.

Large front pocket with two zip fasteners, for 

tablets, cell phones and more.

Two inside pockets, one closed with zip and 

one open.

Lined interior with elegant cream-colored lining.

Sizes: 30x29x12

REMEDJOS





It's a very elegant top-box bag, made only with 

top grain, vegetable tanned natural leather.

Entirely designed and made by hand, worked 

in every detail.

Unique design of tooling-carving, 'Sheridan 

Style' design, coloring and implementation; 

edge finishing, interior lined with natural leather.

Inside central pocket with zipper.

Natural color and antiquing pattern.

Available in the colors of natural dyed through 

tanned leather.

sizes: 30x20x15

MOONLIGHT





It's a very particular design, large, cheerful and 

versatile for various uses: it can be combined 

very well on any type of clothing.

Entirely handmade in top grain veg. tanned 

natural leather with the characteristic and the 

possibility of having the edges in various colors: 

red, green, blue, etc.

Two well visible front pockets and a very large 

back pocket with zip closure.

Two inside pockets: one with zip and one 

open.

Lined in cream color.

Rounded shape, unique in its style.

Internal sizes: 30x30x12

External sizes: 43x37x12

LLUM





Vanity bag in its design and its modular colors.

Truly unique in its kind.

Elegant, embellished with a special designed 

pattern and engraved entirely by hand with the 

unique American technique of 'carving-tooling'.

Made and assembled entirely in top grain veg. 

tanned natural leather, 2mm.

Easily customizable based on tastes, colors, 

clothing and end use.

Fully lined cream color, two inside pockets, 

one with zip and one open.

sizes: 24x20x15

VANITY IN TOOLING





It's a really lovely creation, as it has a 

medium/small capacious, but not a voluminous 

shape to be used both day and night.

What is very nice is that it has a 'book' 

opening, and inside there are two removable 

pochettes to be used singly, at other times.

Outside it's produced with natural vegetable 

tanned leather and inside it's produced with 

100% full grain hand buffered leather, of course 

vegetable tanned.

Embellished with the American handmade 

'tooling' technique: we wanted to have a touch 

of class and absolute originality.

It's possible to have it in different colors, both 

external and internal pochettes: the latter are 

internally lined with elegant cream-colored 

lining with two pockets to be used for various 

objects.

external sizes: 27x20x10

pochettes sizes: 25x18x4

LOVELY IN TOOLING



Constància's naked soul







A very particular pochette bag, in its style and 

design.

Round shape to the point of dangling on itself, 

made with full grain and vegetable tanned 

leather, obviously customizable colors and 

edges; it is equipped with a shoulder strap and 

a very fine and refined bracelet that gives a 

touch of chic elegance, always made of natural 

leather and embellished, designed, worked and 

engraved by hand with the 'carving-tooling' 

technique; moreover it's also equipped with a 

retractable handle for an easier and faster grip.

Inside it's lined with cream lining, and provided 

with a pocket for various objects: small but 

capacious and versatile, with zipper.

External sizes: 22x16x6

PASSIO'





It's a lady Bag!

Beautiful, original and elegant, customizable in 

the color of the leather and edges.

Very large but with fairly contained measures. 

Designed and created with fantasy with the 

addition of a belt that can be removed from the 

bag and worn on clothes, long shirts or other. 

Trendy and very glamour.

Realized in natural vegetable tanned leather, 

top grain, and embellished, on his belt, with 

hand engraved decorations obtained with the 

technique of carving-tooling. It is accompanied 

on its back by a pocket with zip closure to have 

more and more space, and its interior is lined in 

cream color with two pockets, one open and 

one with zip. It highlight some touches and 

details of handmade stitching that make it 

unique and special in its kind.

Sewn with cream thread to give it a more youth 

touch. 

External sizes: 35x33x12

VELVET





Very refined and elegant pochette, made and 

designed by hand, with plissé!

It's made with top grain veg. tanned leather 

tanned, very soft in order to make its shape 

easy oval/round and hand pleating. 

Obviously customizable in the color.

Equipped with shoulder strap and a bracelet 

that makes it even more unique and 

fashionable.

The bracelet is made of natural veg. tanned 

leather and embellished with the carving-tooling 

technique all chiseled by hand.

It's an evening pochette suitable on every kind 

of fine and classy dress.

It's interior is fully lined in cream color, with an 

inside pocket for various small items.

External sizes: 24x20x10

NEGRITA



Luxury crafts made in ItalyLuxury crafts made in Italy

Fashion designer Giusy BalzanoFashion designer Giusy Balzano

email: info@constanciabags.com email: info@constanciabags.com 

web: www.constanciabags.comweb: www.constanciabags.com

cell: 3923818267cell: 3923818267

Luxury crafts made in Italy

Fashion designer Giusy Balzano

email: info@constanciabags.com 

web: www.constanciabags.com

cell: 3923818267
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